The special physical and functional properties ascribed to lipid rafts in biological membranes reflect their distinctive organization and composition, properties that are hypothesized to rest in part on the differential partitioning of various membrane components between liquidordered and liquid-disordered lipid environments. This review describes the principles and findings of recently developed methods to monitor the partitioning of membrane proteins and lipids between liquid-ordered and liquid-disordered domains in model membranes, and how these approaches can aid in elucidating the properties of rafts in biological membranes. D
Introduction
A central element in our current picture of Flipid rafts_ and related membrane domains is the concept that their lipid components exist in a liquid-ordered (l o ) state distinct from that found in the coexisting liquid-disordered (l d ) regions of the bilayer [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . While this concept may be only approximately correct (it remains to be established, for example, precisely what factors could induce the lipids in the inner leaflet of a raft to exist in a liquid-ordered state), it has proven useful to rationalize a variety of experimental observations concerning the properties of rafts, including evidence that they exhibit protein and lipid compositions quite different from those of the membrane as a whole.
When assessing the possibility that a given membrane component is associated with or excluded from raft domains, two questions immediately arise (beyond that of the functional significance of such localization): First, how, and how clearly, can the raft association or exclusion of the species of interest be established experimentally? Second, does the enrichment or depletion of a particular species in rafts rest on its intrinsic affinity (or lack of affinity) for a liquid-ordered lipid environment or on other factors, such as specific interactions with membrane proteins?
Studies using lipid and lipid -protein model membranes that exhibit segregation of l o and l d domains can usefully contribute toward answering both of the questions just noted. In regard to the first, model-system studies can aid in developing novel approaches to assess the association of particular membrane components with rafts in biological membranes. In regard to the second, studies using model membrane systems can allow the investigator to determine directly, in a well-controlled experimental context, the intrinsic affinity (or lack of it) that a given membrane component exhibits for liquid-ordered lipid domains. Achieving these objectives of course requires methods suitable to monitor reliably and quantitatively the partitioning of membrane-associated molecules between liquid-ordered and liquid-disordered lipid environments. This review will describe recent progress in the development and exploitation of such methods in model membranes, some of the insights that these methods have yielded, and current prospects to extend them to cellular membranes.
Basic thermodynamic principles
The molar partition coefficient K p (i) describing the distribution of a membrane-associated component i between two coexisting phases a and b at equilibrium is defined as
where x i (a) and x i (b) are the mol fractions of species i in the two phases. It is often convenient (though not always feasible) to determine the value of K p (i) under conditions where x i (a) and x i (b) are very small, so that the composition and properties of each phase are not significantly dependent on the distribution of i. Many experimental methods, including most forms of spectroscopy, do not measure directly the mol fractions of component i in the two coexisting phases but rather report the relative fractions of the total pool of i that are present in each phase, f i (a) and f i (b), where ( f i (a) + f i (b) = 1). In order to determine the molar partition coefficient from such data, it is necessary also to know the relative proportions of the two phases, i.e., the relative molar proportions of the total pool of bilayer constituents (other than water) that exist in the two phases, f(a) and f(b):
In such cases, quantitative assessment of the partitioning of component i between coexisting bilayer domains requires separate determination of both the relative amounts of i that are present in the two phases and the relative proportions of the two phases themselves. In binary mixtures of lipid components A and B (in the presence of excess water), the proportions of two coexisting phases at a given temperature can be determined directly from the relevant phase boundaries in the temperature -composition phase diagram, as illustrated in Fig. 1A . For such pseudobinary systems, at a given temperature, the tie line in a region of twophase coexistence runs horizontal to the composition axis, and the relative proportions of the two phases for any lipid composition that falls with this region are given by simple application of the lever rule:
where x i is the mol fraction of component B in the total lipid fraction and the compositions x B (a) and x B (b) represent the compositions at the ends of the tie line (which define the compositions of phases a and b, respectively, for any composition within the two-phase region at the temperature of interest). These relationships are shown schematically in Fig. 1A . While coexistence of liquid-ordered and liquid-disordered domains can be demonstrated in binary mixtures of cholesterol and phospho-or sphingolipids [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , model systems for l o /l d domain segregation frequently combine cholesterol with two other lipid species, one a long-chain saturated phospho-or sphingolipid and the second an unsaturated phospholipid. The determination and interpretation of phase diagrams for such ternary lipid systems are discussed in the articles by Feigenson [15] and Keller [16] in this issue. Most importantly for present purposes, in the phase diagrams for ternary lipid mixtures, the compositions and proportions of two coexisting phases cannot be determined simply from the boundaries of the two-phase region but also require separate experimental determination of the orientations of the tie lines within this region (Fig. 1B) . Only very recently have efforts been reported to determine information of this latter type for any lipid/lipid/sterol ternary system [17 -21] . Once tie lines have been accurately deter- mined for a ternary system in a region of two-phase coexistence, one can determine the compositions and the relative proportions of the coexisting phases for any composition that lies along a given tie line, using the lever rule in a manner very similar to that described above for binary systems (see Fig. 1B ).
As discussed later, liquid-ordered domains in model systems may in some cases be of nanoscopic dimensions, as appears to be the case for rafts in biological membranes. For a given system of this type, it may or may not be strictly justified to describe the ensemble of coexisting domains in terms of a classical phase separation (see [15, 16] for further discussion). We will nonetheless use the term Fpartitioning_ to describe the distribution of a given membrane component between such coexisting domains, even though in such cases the assumptions of the thermodynamic analysis described above may not always be rigorously applicable.
Direct measurements of amphiphile partitioning between liquid-ordered and liquid-disordered lipid vesicles
An appealingly straightforward approach to determine the relative affinities of a membrane-binding molecule for a liquidordered vs. a liquid-disordered bilayer environment is to measure its distribution between two populations of lipid vesicles which exist entirely in the l o and the l d phases, respectively. This method is applicable only to amphiphiles that redistribute between different vesicles much more rapidly than do any of the other vesicle components, so that the compositions (and physical states) of the vesicles remain distinct and well defined throughout the experiment. We have used this approach [22] to demonstrate that fluorescent phospho-and sphingolipid probes bearing short NBD-or Bodipy-labeled acyl chains partition poorly into l o -phase compared to l d -phase environments. The utility of this method can be extended to membrane components that (like most constituents of biological membranes) normally transfer very slowly between bilayers if a catalyst is available that selectively enhances the rate of interbilayer diffusion of the component of interest. Cyclodextrins have been used for this purpose to investigate the equilibrium partitioning of cholesterol between different lipid environments [23] , allowing direct confirmation of previous conclusions that the sterol associates preferentially with sphingolipids and saturated phospholipids, and very poorly with highly unsaturated phospholipids, in l o -or l dphase bilayer environments [24 -28] . Transfer proteins have been identified that selectively enhance the interbilayer transfer of ceramides [29, 30] or glycolipids [31] and could be used in a similar manner to determine the equilibrium partitioning of such components between lipid vesicles that exist in the l o and l d phases, respectively.
A related approach to compare the relative affinities of a given amphiphile for a liquid-ordered vs. a liquid-disordered lipid environment is to compare the affinities of partitioning of the species of interest between the aqueous phase, or a watersoluble carrier, and l o -vs. l d -phase lipid vesicles. Niu and Litman [32] used cyclodextrin in this way to measure the relative affinities of cholesterol for lipid vesicles of different compositions, supporting and extending the conclusions noted above based on direct measurements of cyclodextrin-accelerated equilibration of cholesterol between different vesicle populations. Abreu et al. [33] , using serum albumin as a soluble reservoir for NBD-labeled dimyristoyl phosphatidylethanolamine, found that the fluorescent lipid partitioned with only 4-to 6-fold lower affinity into liquid-ordered sphingomyelin/cholesterol vesicles than into liquid-disordered POPC vesicles. This result agrees with the finding discussed later that saturated diacyl phospholipids with shorter hydrocarbon chains (e.g., myristoyl) partition to a detectable, albeit modest, extent into liquid-ordered domains.
Pokorny et al. [34] reported that a cationic coumarinyllabeled probe with a C 14 -saturated alkyl chain partitioned into l o -phase vesicles (DMPC/cholesterol, 65:35 mol/mol, 30 -C) with an affinity only about 7-fold lower affinity than it partitioned into l d -phase vesicles (DMPC) at the same temperature. By contrast, Abreu et al. [35] found that a Rhodamine Green-labeled amphiphile with a C 14 -saturated chain showed a 2,000-to 10,000-fold lower affinity for liquidordered DMPC/cholesterol or sphingomyelin/cholesterol vesicles than for liquid-disordered DMPC or POPC vesicles under the same conditions. These results indicate that the partitioning of an amphiphilic molecule between l o and l d phases can be strongly affected by the structure of the polar, as well as the apolar, portions of the molecule. The authors of the above studies suggested that differential interactions between the dipoles of the amphiphilic species and of the host lipid matrix may strongly influence the partitioning of molecules between l o and l d domains, a possibility that merits systematic investigation.
To date, studies like those described above have measured the equilibrium distributions of amphiphiles between populations of vesicles whose compositions do not closely replicate those of l d and l o domains that could coexist within a single bilayer at equilibrium. As more detailed information becomes available to define the complete phase diagrams for different cholesterol-containing ternary model systems, it will become possible to apply the above approach to monitor the distribution of exchangeable amphiphiles between vesicles whose compositions accurately match those of coexisting l d and l o domains in a given ternary lipid mixture, and hence to estimate with greater precision how such amphiphiles will distribute between such domains within the plane of an individual phaseseparated bilayer.
Partitioning of membrane components between laterally segregated l o and l d domains in lipid bilayers: microscopic measurements
Most membrane lipids and integral membrane proteins transfer between different bilayers, or between bilayers and the aqueous phase, if at all far too slowly to compare their affinities for different bilayer environments using the methods discussed in the previous section. Fortunately, an increasing number of methods is becoming available to monitor the partitioning of membrane molecules between coexisting lipid phases within the bilayer plane. Direct microscopic imaging of the distribution of a bilayer-incorporated species between coexisting lipid domains is feasible when the domains are readily resolved and the concentration of the species of interest within each type of domain can be determined without perturbing its lateral distribution. For reasons discussed below, bilayer-incorporated proteins are particularly amenable to this approach.
As discussed elsewhere in this issue [15, 16] , various lipid/ lipid/cholesterol ternary mixtures form coexisting l o and l d bilayer domains that are large enough to be imaged by fluorescence microscopy, at temperatures and cholesterol contents that approach the physiological range [36 -39] . When low concentrations of fluorescent-labeled lipids or proteins are incorporated into such systems, fluorescence intensity measurements can be used to examine the distribution of the fluorescent species between the coexisting l o and l d domains.
In principle, such measurements can provide quantitative estimates of the partition coefficient K p (l o /l d ) for the labeled species. However, in order to be quantitative such determinations require accurate correction of the raw intensity data for a number of factors. Some of the requisite corrections (e.g., for background fluorescence and photobleaching) are obvious, though not necessarily trivial in practice. As well, however, accurate quantitation of the relative concentrations of a given fluorescent species in coexisting lipid domains requires either that the normalized fluorescence yield per molecule, and the average area per Fhost_ lipid molecule, are identical in both coexisting phases or that any differences in these parameters between the two phases can be accurately determined and corrected for. Additional complications arise (e.g., from possible orientation-dependent photoselection effects) in applying this approach to curved structures such as freestanding (giant) lipid vesicles. For these reasons, at present fluorescence microscopy provides a semiquantitative tool to determine the distributions of membrane components between l d and l o domains. However, with further refinements, this approach should be able to provide a truly quantitative picture of the partitioning of fluorescent molecules between coexisting lipid domains.
Using fluorescence microscopy Dietrich et al. [36, 40] showed that ganglioside GM1, when complexed to pentavalent (fluorescent-labeled) cholera toxin B-subunit (CTB), partitions with a strong preference into liquid-ordered domains that coexist with more disordered fluid domains in supported DOPC/sphingomyelin/cholesterol mono-and bilayers. In the same system, a fluorescent-labeled form of the glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)-anchored-protein Thy-1 also associated significantly with the more ordered phase, albeit with a partition coefficient (K p (l o /l d )) estimated as ca. 0.7, suggesting a slight net preference for liquid-disordered domains. Kahya et al. [41] have recently reported similar findings for the GPIanchored placental alkaline phosphatase (PLAP), which distributes between l o and l d phases in DOPC/sphingomyelin/cholesterol giant unilamellar vesicles with an estimated partition coefficient K p (l o /l d ) of roughly 0.25. In the same experimental system the transmembrane SNARE proteins syntaxin 1 and synaptobrevin 2 and the polytopic membrane protein bacteriorhodopsin showed negligible partitioning into liquid-ordered domains [41, 42] . A peptide corresponding to the transmembrane domain of the T-lymphocyte adaptor protein LAT likewise was found to partition strongly in favor of liquid-disordered domains in DOPC/sphingomyelin/cholesterol giant unilamellar vesicles [43] . By contrast, NAP-22, a myristoylated neuronal protein that binds selectively to cholesterol-or phosphatidylethanolamine-containing bilayers, exhibited a substantial preference for l o -like over l d -like domains in supported DOPC/sphingomyelin/cholesterol monolayers [44] . 1 Fluorescence-microscopic studies of the distributions of lipids and lipid-anchored proteins between l o and l d domains in lipid model membranes have provided two further findings of possible relevance to the observed behavior of GPI-anchored proteins and other raft components in cellular membranes. First, Kahya et al. [41] found that the affinity of partitioning of PLAP into l o -domains in DOPC/sphingomyelin/cholesterol vesicles increased by roughly 2-fold upon antibody-mediated crosslinking, echoing an earlier report by Dietrich et al. [40] that antibody-mediated crosslinking of a saturated fluoresceinyl-phosphatidylethanolamine enhanced by roughly 4-fold its partitioning into l o domains in supported monolayers of the same composition. These findings are consistent with predictions that oligomerization of proteins that as monomers exhibit modest affinities for rafts can significantly enhance their raft partitioning [7] 2 . CTB-mediated oligomerization of ganglioside GM1 has likewise been reported to induce its partitioning into liquid-ordered domains in giant unilamellar DOPC/sphingomyelin/cholesterol vesicles [45] . However, a headgrouplabeled GM1 was found to partition preferentially into l odomains in the absence of CTB in bilayer lipid membranes of the same composition spread from squalene [37] . It is possible that this apparent discrepancy arises from an effect of headgroup labeling on GM1 behavior or the reported ability of CTB to alter the phase behavior of cholesterol-containing ternary lipid mixtures containing even low mol fractions of GM1 [43] . 1 As indicated, the discussion in this section encompasses results obtained using supported monolayers, supported bilayers and freestanding bilayers (lipid vesicles). It is quite possible that the interdomain partitioning of a given protein could vary at least quantitatively, if not qualitatively, among these different types of model systems. 2 In the simplest analysis, crosslinking-induced multimerization of a membrane-bound protein or lipid that as a monomer exhibits a K p (l o /l d ) value of a would shift the effective value of K p (l o /l d ) to a N , where N is the number of monomers of the membrane-anchored species in the crosslinked aggregate. Molecules that as monomers show a net preference for l o -domains (a > 1) are thus predicted to exhibit a still greater preference for these domains when crosslinked, while molecules that as monomers show a net preference for l ddomains (a < 1) should show still lower abilities to partition into l o -domains upon crosslinking. These simple predictions run contrary to the reports cited in the text that saturated fluorescent lipids and PLAP give estimated K p (l o /l d ) values less than unity which nonetheless increase upon antibody-mediated crosslinking. It is not clear whether this apparent conundrum is a real one or whether it simply reflects the likelihood that current fluorescence-microscopic analyses provide only semiquantitative estimates of the absolute value of the partition coefficient.
However, if (as is likely) monomeric GM1 molecules distribute between l d and l o domains in such mixtures, it is also conceivable that cholera toxin may bind with markedly faster kinetics to GM1 molecules present in l d vs. l o domains. In this case, cholera toxin could be initially recruited to l d domains, consistent with the findings reported in [45] , even if a majority of monomeric GM1 molecules is actually present in l o domains prior to, as well as after, toxin addition.
A second intriguing behavior of GPI-proteins in model membranes was reported by Dietrich et al. [40] , who found that the presence of 1 mol% ganglioside GM1 significantly reduced the partitioning of Thy-1 into l o -like domains in supported DOPC/sphingoymyelin/cholesterol monolayers (decreasing the estimated value of K p (l o /l d ) from ca. 0.7 to 0.4). This result agrees with the finding that addition of exogenous gangliosides to mammalian cells reduced the association of GPI-proteins with lipid rafts [46] . The physical basis for this effect has not been determined, but the availability of a relatively simple model system in which the effect can be replicated should facilitate its elucidation.
The findings of Dietrich et al. [40] and of Kahya et al. [41] that GPI-anchored Thy-1 and PLAP are partially but not predominantly localized to l o domains in l o /l d mixed-phase bilayers contrast with earlier findings that GPI-anchored proteins are largely associated with the detergent-insoluble Fraft_ fraction obtained when mammalian cells or model membranes exhibiting l o /l d phase coexistence are fractionated using cold Triton X-100, a classical biochemical approach to isolate raft-associated membrane components [47, 48] . This discrepancy may arise in part from current limitations in determining quantitatively the distributions of fluorescent molecules between l o and l d domains using fluorescence microscopy, as noted above. It may also however illustrate the limitations of detergent fractionation-based assays at least for quantitative determination of the affinities of different membrane components for liquid-ordered domains (for further discussion, see [49 -51] ).
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) offers a potentially attractive alternative to fluorescence microscopy to examine the distribution of specific molecular species between coexisting phases in supported mono-or bilayers, as it can image domains with dimensions below the optical resolution limit so long as these domains exhibit adequate contrast in height [52] . Application of AFM to monitor molecular distributions in bilayers requires additionally that the species to be imaged exhibits detectable height contrast with the surrounding lipid matrix. This requirement can be met both by bilayer-associated proteins and by complex glycolipids with sufficiently large, protruding headgroups. Near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) has also been proposed as a potential complementary tool to explore the distributions of fluorescent-labeled bilayer components between coexisting domains that are too small to be distinguished by conventional fluorescence microscopy. This technique may be particularly powerful when combined with AFM measurements [53] .
Yuan et al. [54] used AFM to image the distributions of ganglioside GM1 between l o and l d domains in supported DOPC/sphingomyelin/cholesterol bilayers, in the absence or presence of CTB. GM1 was found to partition strongly in favor of liquid-ordered domains in this system, both in the free state and when bound to CTB. Interestingly, under either condition, the ganglioside was not homogeneously distributed but rather formed clusters within the liquid-ordered domains. AFM has also been used to show that the VacA toxin of H. pylori is enriched in l o domains in DOPC/sphingomyelin/cholesterol supported bilayers [55] . Interestingly, inclusion in the bilayers of unsaturated phosphatidylserine, to which the VacA toxin binds but which should partition poorly into l o -domains, shifted the localization of the bilayer-associated toxin from l o to l d domains. The SNARE protein syntaxin 1a was found by AFM to be entirely excluded from l o -domains in supported DOPC/sphingomyelin/cholesterol bilayers [56] , consistent with results obtained for this protein using giant unilamellar vesicles of the same composition [42] .
Two AFM studies [57, 58] found that placental alkaline phosphatase (PLAP) partitioned strongly in favor of liquidordered domains in supported DOPC/sphingomyelin/cholesterol bilayers. This result contrasts with the finding of Khaya et al. [41] that PLAP partitioned with only modest affinity into l o domains in freestanding giant unilamellar vesicles with the same lipid composition. As noted by the authors of the latter study, this discrepancy suggests that the presence of the solid substrate used to prepare samples for AFM may significantly alter the physical properties and phase equilibria of coexisting l o and l d domains in lipid bilayers, as Tokumasu et al. [59] have demonstrated directly for the dilauroyl PC/dipalmitoyl PC/ cholesterol ternary lipid system. The use of alternative supports in AFM studies (e.g., a second bilayer interposed between the substrate and the bilayer under examination [60] ) may allow such effects to be minimized.
A potential technical concern in studies of the partitioning of transmembrane proteins between l o and l d domains in lipid model membranes is that such membranes typically have identical lipid compositions in both bilayer leaflets, while plasma and at least some other cellular membranes exhibit markedly different lipid compositions in their cytoplasmic and extracytoplasmic leaflets. It is possible that some transmembrane proteins might adopt quite different distributions between coexisting domains in asymmetric bilayers, with compositions resembling those of the leaflets of the proteins_ native membrane, than they adopt in symmetric model membranes whose composition models that of the outer leaflet of the plasma membrane. Supported bilayers (spread either on a surface or across an aperture as Fblack_ lipid membranes) can be more readily prepared with asymmetric lipid compositions than can freestanding lipid vesicles and may offer a means to address this important issue.
Spectroscopic measurements of molecular partitioning between liquid-ordered and liquid-disordered domains
Microscopic methods like those discussed above cannot always be used to monitor the distributions of membrane components between liquid-ordered and liquid-disordered bilayer domains. Many membrane lipids, for example, have headgroups too small to resolve from the Fhost_ bilayer matrix by atomic force microscopy and cannot be labeled with fluorescent groups suitable for microscopy without substantially altering their physical properties. As well, recent NMR and fluorescence studies have shown that cholesterol-containing bilayers can exhibit Fnanoscopic_ domain segregation, with coexisting domains too small to resolve by fluorescence microscopy (and with thicknesses too similar to be well resolved by AFM), over a wide range of compositions and temperatures [19,61 -65] . Membrane components and systems such as these can often be better characterized by spectroscopic than by microscopic methods, particularly as more complete information becomes available to describe the phase behavior of pertinent model systems.
Feigenson and his colleagues [66 -69] first described over 20 years ago a fluorescence-based method to determine the partition coefficient of a fluorescent species between coexisting lipid phases in binary and, with appropriate modifications, more complex lipid mixtures. The principle of this approach is illustrated in Fig. 2A . A series of lipid samples is prepared in which the relative proportions of the two major lipid components are varied along a tie line spanning a region of two-phase coexistence in the system's phase diagram. Each sample contains a trace amount of a fluorescent-labeled molecule whose normalized (per-molecule) fluorescence intensity F N is measured and plotted as a function of sample composition as shown in Fig. 2B . The resulting Fquenching curve_ can be fit to a relatively simple theoretical equation to yield the partition coefficient K p (a/b) describing the relative affinity of the labeled molecule for phase a over phase b. This basic approach can readily be adapted to the analysis of other spectroscopic data, such as fluorescence lifetime or anisotropy measurements or ESR or NMR spectra of suitably labeled molecules, so long as the method used provides either resolvable and proportionate signals from the populations of probe molecules present in the two phases or a composite signal in which the contributions from probe molecules present in each phase are properly number-averaged. Loura et al. [70] used this approach to estimate that NBD-labeled cholesterol distributes in favor of l d domains (K p (l o /l d ) = 0.35-0.39) in DMPC/cholesterol bilayers at 30-40 -C. Mesquita et al. [71] used a similar approach to determine qualitatively that NBDlabeled distearoylphosphatidylethanolamine partitions into l o -domains with greater affinity than does the analogous 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl species in DMPC/cholesterol bilayers at 30 -C. When applying the above approach to measurements of fluorescence properties such as intensity or lifetime, a fluorescence-quenching spin-labeled or brominated lipid is frequently used as one of the two major lipid components in order to enhance the Fcontrast_ between the signals measured from labeled molecules in the two different lipid phases. Since the quencher species will be present at different mol fractions in the two coexisting phases, the extent of fluorescence quenching, and hence the normalized fluorescence F N and the fluorescence lifetime for the labeled molecule, will differ markedly for probe molecules present in the two phases.
The rigorous approach discussed above for (pseudo-) binary lipid mixtures can in theory be extended to ternary mixtures within a region of two-phase separation, so long as all compositions examined fall on a single tie line, as illustrated in Fig. 2C and D. This approach has not yet been applied to ternary lipid systems, since it requires accurate knowledge not only of the phase boundaries but also of at least one tie line within the region of l d /l o phase coexistence for the ternary system under study, information that is only now becoming available. In the interim, modifications of the above approach have been used to obtain information about the affinities of fluorescent-labeled molecules for l o vs. l d domains in cholesterol-containing ternary systems. Wang et al. [22] described a method that allows quantitative comparison of the l o /l d phase-partition coefficient coefficients for related fluorescent-labeled molecules in cholesterol-containing ternary lipid mixtures, and that in favorable cases can provide qualitative information concerning the absolute magnitudes of these partition coefficients. Using this method, it was confirmed directly that in bilayers combining cholesterol, a spinlabeled PC and either dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine or bovine brain sphingomyelin, phospholipid derivatives with long saturated acyl chains partition with substantial affinities into liquid-ordered domains, while polyunsaturated species are effectively excluded. Interestingly, however, at temperatures near physiological, phospholipid derivatives with shorter (14-carbon) saturated chains or containing a single unsaturated bond were also found to partition detectably into l o -domains, albeit with lower affinities than were measured for analogous longer-chain saturated species. Markedly different results were obtained from parallel analyses of the same lipid mixtures using the cold Triton-fractionation assay, which reported essentially no partitioning of shorter-chain or monounsaturated phospholipids into l o -domains. This disparity appears to result at least in part from a tendency of shorter-chain saturated and monounsaturated lipids to show progressively lower affinities for l o domains, relative to their longer-chain saturated counterparts, as the temperature decreases [22] .
Using the above fluorescence-quenching approach, different sphingolipids have been shown to partition into l o domains in sphingolipid/unsaturated phospholipid/cholesterol bilayers with affinities that for most species vary only modestly (over a range of roughly 3-fold) with changes in the size and structure of the polar headgroup [72, 73] . However, ceramide was found to partition into l o domains with a much higher partition coefficient, achieving concentrations within l o domains that far exceeded those found in coexisting l d domains. In agreement with these conclusions, London and colleagues [74, 75] have shown that ceramide not only concentrates in ordered lipid domains but can actually displace cholesterol from them. Ceramide generated metabolically from sphingomyelin during the course of cellular signaling at the plasma membrane is thus expected to concentrate strongly in l o domains, a property that may explain reports that ceramidemediated signaling at the plasma membrane is localized to such domains [76, 77] . Interestingly, the uniquely high affinity of ceramide (compared to other sphingolipids) for l o domains was observed for ceramides bearing long saturated N-acyl chains, or long saturated chains labeled at their methyl termini with an N-indolyl residue, but not for ceramides labeled with diphenylhexatrienylpropanoyl-(DPH-3:0-) chains, even though DPH-3:0-labeled sphingolipids also partition with significant affinity into l o domains [72, 78] . This result underscores the fact that fluorescent lipid analogues must be chosen with great care if they are intended to reflect accurately the tendencies of the corresponding natural membrane lipids to partition into liquidordered domains.
The experimental approach just described has also been applied to compare the partitioning of different lipidated and bilayer-spanning peptides between l o and l d domains in ternary lipid mixtures containing cholesterol. Short peptide sequences bearing two saturated acyl groups (N-myristoyl/S-palmitoyl or di-S-palmitoyl) attached to adjacent amino acids were shown to exhibit substantial affinities for l o -domains [79] , confirming previous suggestions that such motifs can confer l o -domain association on proteins of the Ga i/o and src families, among others, through favorable interactions between l o -domain lipids and the peptide-coupled acyl chains. Interestingly, however, the l o -domain affinity of peptides modified with two saturated acyl chains was strongly affected by the positions of attachment of the two acyl groups. This finding may be correlated with reports that for example the Ga q13 protein, which is doubly palmitoylated on nonadjacent cysteine residues, shows a comparatively weak association with Fraft_ domains in mammalian cell membranes [80] , and that the cysteine string protein is modified on a number of cysteine residues yet is excluded from rafts in adipocytes [81] . Peptides combining an S-palmitoyl and an S-farnesyl or -geranylgeranyl modification, as found at the carboxyl-terminus of various proteins of the ras superfamily, were found to show negligible affinity for l o domains [22, 79] . These findings agree qualitatively with those reported by Moffett et al. [82] , who showed using the cold Triton-fractionation method that binding of geranylgeranylated Gbg to palmitoylated Ga s reduced the affinity of the latter for l o domains in reconstituted lipid-protein bilayers.
London and colleagues [83, 84] have used the fluorescencequenching approach described above to examine the abilities of two types of bilayer-spanning peptides to partition into liquidordered domains in cholesterol-containing ternary lipid mixtures. Bilayer-spanning peptides with a polyleucine hydrophobic core sequence were shown to be effectively excluded from l o domains, a finding that may be correlated with inferences from other studies that the majority of transmembrane proteins are underrepresented in or absent from lipid rafts in biological membranes [83] . A transbilayer peptide derived from the raftassociating lymphocyte protein LAT was also largely excluded from liquid-ordered domains [84] , even when a doubly palmitoylated flanking sequence was included that is required for association of LAT with raft domains in the lymphocyte cell membrane [85 -87] . A full-length but palmitoylation-defective version of the LAT protein also partitioned poorly into the detergent-resistant membrane fraction isolated after reconstitution of the protein into mixed-phase l o /l d lipid vesicles [84] , consistent with the conclusion from the above fluorescencequenching experiments that the transmembrane domain of LAT exhibits an intrinsically low affinity for l o domains.
Electron spin resonance can provide a useful alternative to fluorescence measurements to monitor the distributions of appropriately (spin-) labeled molecules between liquid-ordered and liquid-disordered domains in model membranes. Chiang et al. [20, 21] showed that 1-palmitoyl-2-(16-doxylstearoyl) phosphatidylcholine partitions with roughly equal affinity between ordered and disordered domains in dilauroyl PC/dipalmitoyl PC/cholesterol bilayers and can be used to good effect to map phase boundaries and tie lines in this system. 2 H-NMR of a deuterated species in bilayers whose other components are protonated also allows resolution and separate quantitation of the spectral components arising from deuterated molecules in l d and l o domains when the domains are large enough to avoid spectral averaging by lateral diffusion on the 2 H-NMR time scale (ca. >160 nm [19] ). Combining such data with independent information concerning the relative proportions of l o and l d domains that are present in the lipid mixture(s) under study, the mol fraction of the labeled species in each type of domain, and hence the value of K p (l o /l d ), can be determined. When domain sizes are smaller (ca. <80 nm at physiological temperatures [19] ), the 2 H-NMR spectral contributions from labeled molecules in l o and l d domains are averaged, and the above approach cannot be employed [19, 63, 88] . Nonetheless, under such conditions, qualitative inferences can still be drawn concerning the distributions of different bilayer components between coexisting domains [63] .
A new potential approach to compare the distributions of molecules between coexisting l o and l d domains is plasmonwaveguide resonance spectroscopy. This optical technique, which does not require labeling of the species of interest, has been used to demonstrate preferential insertion of the GPIprotein PLAP into sphingomyelin-enriched gel-state domains in sphingomyelin/DOPC supported bilayers [89] . This approach has not yet been extended to examine cholesterolcontaining ternary lipid mixtures.
Extension to biological membranes
Knowledge gained from model-system studies like those described above may be transferable in at least three ways to understand better the organizing principles of raft domains in cellular membranes. First, as already noted, by measuring the intrinsic affinity of a raft-associated membrane protein or lipid for liquid-ordered domains in model membranes, we can determine whether this affinity alone could account for the raft association of the species of interest in biological membranes or whether other, more specific interactions (e.g., proteinprotein) must be invoked. An interesting case in point is that of the small G-protein H-ras. The carboxy-terminal membranetargeting domain of H-ras incorporates a terminal farnesyl group that is strongly excluded from liquid-ordered domains in model membranes [22, 29, 90 ], yet in the plasma membrane Hras appears to be raft-associated in its GDP-bound, though not its GTP-bound form [91, 92] . These observations together suggest the existence of a membrane-associated protein that either sequesters the farnesyl group of H-ras(GDP) or binds another region of H-ras(GDP) within rafts with a very high affinity, in either case overcoming the intrinsic raft-avoiding tendency of the farnesyl group and permitting selective association of the GDP-bound form of H-ras with raft domains. Observations that transmembrane domains from several membrane proteins, including the raft-localizing lymphocyte protein LAT, exhibit low intrinsic affinities for l o -domains in model systems likewise suggest that other factors (e.g., strong interactions with raft-resident or cytoskeletal proteins) must be sought to explain how some bilayer-spanning proteins associate with rafts in biological membranes. More generally, it is interesting to note that few of the membrane proteins studied to date in model systems, including GPI-anchored proteins, show a marked net preference to partition into l o -domains. Such findings may be correlated with results suggesting that while raft domains in membranes are of nanoscopic dimensions [93] [94] [95] , only a minority fraction of GPI-proteins show spectroscopic evidence for clustering within such small domains (reviewed in [96] ).
A second useful contribution of model-system studies to investigate rafts in biological systems is the potential to develop and to test probes that exhibit substantial affinities for liquid-ordered domains and that may be useful to detect and to characterize raft domains in cellular membranes. Such species can provide a useful complement to endogenous raft markers, whose behavior may in principle be affected not only by their raft association per se but also by biospecific interactions with other membrane components. Laurdan, an amphiphilic fluorescent probe shown in model systems to partition into both l o and l d domains and to emit distinguishable fluorescence signals from the two types of domains [36] , has recently been used in efforts to map the overall surface distribution of rafts (which as already noted are too small to be resolved as separate entities) in intact mammalian cells [97, 98] . Other fluorescent molecules, including chrysene [43] and fluorescent saturated tetraacyl lipid analogues [62] have also been identified that in model systems show substantial affinities for liquid-ordered lipid domains and that if suitably modified may be adaptable for use to probe raft domains in biological membranes. By contrast, model-system studies have shown that some exogenous probes that a priori might seem attractive candidates to label membrane rafts, such as acylchain-labeled fluorescent gangliosides or long-chain saturated indocarbocyanine derivatives, in fact associate poorly with liquid-ordered domains in sphingolipid-containing model membranes [62, 78, 99] .
Finally and more broadly, the fact that model systems can exhibit some of the key physical behaviors ascribed to rafts (e.g., fluid-fluid domain segregation, formation of nanoscale domains under physiological conditions [19, 61, 62] and a strong sensitivity of l o -domain organization to modest perturbations of the bilayer under certain conditions [40, 43] ) allows them to be used to refine new technologies, as well as new probes, that may be useful to investigate rafts in biological membranes. It can certainly be argued that this potential is overdue to be realized. However, most of the methods discussed in this review to monitor molecular distributions between membrane domains (and other emerging approaches, such as conventional or scanning fluorescence correlation spectroscopy [99 -102] ) have been developed or adapted only in the last few years for use to study small-scale liquid-ordered domains in model membranes, and some are now beginning to see application to biological systems [100, 103] . The technical and other limitations of lipid and lipid/protein membranes as models for biological membrane rafts are clear. Nonetheless, as the examples discussed above illustrate, a healthy dialogue between model and biological systems can be both informative and provocative in advancing our understanding of the properties, organization and functional significance of rafts in biological membranes.
